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Abstract-The Wolfe and Mond-Weir types of dual problems for Convex vector-valued n-set func-
tions are formulated and we prove the weak duality, duality and converse duality theorems for these 
types of problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, we assume (X, r, Jl) is a finite atomless measure space, with L 1(X, r, Jl) 
separable. We denote rn = {(A1, ... ,An); Ai E r, 1 ~ i ~ n} and Sl x ... X Sn = {(A1, ... ,An); 
Ai E Si, 1 ~ i ~ n} ~ rn. We consider a multiobjective optimization problem as follows: 
Minimize F(A1 , ... ,An ) 
subject to (A1' ... ,An) E Sl X •.. X Sn and G(A1"" An) ~ 0, (P1) 
where F : Sl X ... X Sn - RP, G : Sl x ... X Sn - Rm are n-set functions. In [1], we prove 
the duality theorem when the real valued objective function is a set function of a single set. 
In this paper, the Wolfe and Mond-Weir types of dual problems are formulated. We prove the 
duality, weak duality and converse duality theorems when the objective and constraint functions 
are vector-valued n-set functions. We also consider the case of convex n-set functions and the 
special case when the set functions are differentiable n-set functions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper, we assume that (X, r, Jl) is a finite atomless measured space with 
L1 (X, r, Jl) separable. For two vectors x = (Xl, ... ,xp) and Y = (Y1, ... ,Yp) in a p-dimensional 
p 
Euclidean space RP, we denote (x, y) = I: Xi Yi, and 
i=l 
(1) x < Y iff Xi < Yi, for all i = 1, ... ,po 
(2) x ~ Y iff Xi ~ Yi, for all i = 1, ... ,p and x :f y. 
(3) x ~ Y iff Xi ~ Yi, for all i = 1, ... ,p. 
We also denote ° = (0, ... ,0) in RP, R~ = {x E RP; x ~ o} and R~ = {x E RP; x ~ O}. We define 
a pseudometric don rn = r x ... x r = {(A1, ... , An) I Ai E r, 1 ~ i ~ n} in the following way, 
d[(Ol' ... ,On), (A1' ... ,An)] ={ f: [Jl(Oi .6. Ai)]2 } 1/2, where (01, ... ,On) and (A1' ... ,An) E rn 
i=l 
and 0i b. Ai denote the symmetric difference for OJ and Ai' For f E L1(X, r, Jl), the integral 
In f dJl will be denoted by (I, Xn), where Xn denotes the characteristic function of O. For a set 
E ~ RP, int E and E will denote the interior points and closure of E in RP, respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A point x· E E C RP is a lower (resp. upper) efficient point if there is no 
x ~ x* (resp. x ~ x"). We denote the set of all lower efficient points (resp. upper efficient 
points) of E by ~(E) (resp. e(E)). 
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LEMMA 2.2 [2]. Suppose that for a point x* E E ~ RP, there exists a jJ, E int R~ such that (P, x*) ~ (p, x) (resp. (p, x*) ~ (p, x*}) for all x E E, then x* E e(E) (resp. x* E !iCE)). 
DEFINITION 2.3. A set function F : r ~ R is differentiable at 0 E r if there exists I E 
Ll(X, r, /L), the derivative of I such that 
F(A) = F(O) + (j,XA - Xn) + /L(O l::. A) E(O,A), for all A E r, 
where lim E(O, A) = O. 
l'(nLl.A)-O 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let F : rn ~ Rand (01, ... , On) E rn. Then F is said to have partial 
derivative with respect to Ai if the set function 
has derivative hni at Oi. In this case, we define the i-th partial derivative of F at (01 , ... , On) 
to be IAI, ... ,n" = hni . 
We define the derivative of vector valued n-set functions as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let Sl x·· ,xSn ern, F = (Fl"'" Fp): Sl x·· ,xSn ~ RP and (01, ... ,On) E 
Sl X ... X Sn. Then F is said to be differentiable at (01 , ... , On) if the partials I;t ... ,n", 
i = 1, ... , n, of Fj exist for each j = 1, ... , p and satisfy 
for all (Al , ... ,An) E Sl X ... X Sn, where 
WF((Ol, ... ,On),(Al, ... ,An )) 0 
d((Ol, ... ,On),(Al, ... ,An)) ~ , 
as d((Ol, ... ,On),(Al, ... ,An)) ~ O. If F is differentiable at every point (Ol, ... ,On) of Sl X 
..• X Sn, we say F is differentiable on Sl x ... X Sn. 
As for the definition and properties of Morris sequence, please refer to [3,4]. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A subfamily Sl x ... X Sn ofrn is convex if, given (01, ... , On), (AI,' .. ,An) E 
Sl X ••• X Sn and A E [0,1], there exists a Morris sequence {V;k(A)} in Si associated with (Oi, Ai, A) 
for each i = 1, ... , n, such that (Vl(A), ... , V; (A)) E Sl x ... X Sn for all kEN, where N is the 
set of natural numbers. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A set function F = (Fl , ... , Fp) : Sl x ... X Sn ~ RP is called convex on a convex 
subfamily Sl x ... X Sn ofrn iffor each (01 , ... , On) and (A l , ... , An) E Sl X ... X Sn, A E [0,1], 
there exists a Morris sequence {V;k(A)} in r associated with (OJ, Ai, A) for each i = 1, ... , n such 
that (Vl(A), ... , V;(A)) E Sl x ... X Sn for all kEN and 
-.- Ie " -.- Ie Ie -.- Ie Ie hm F(Vl (A), ... , Vn (A)) = ( hm F(Vl (A), ... , Vn (A)), ... , hm F(VI (A), .. . , Vn (A))) 
Ie_co Ie-co Ie-co 
~ A F(Al , ... , An) + (1- A) F(Ol,"" On). 
DEFINITION 2.8. (Ol, ... ,Dn ) E A is said to be a proper R~-solution of (Pl) if 
F(A) + R~ - F(Ol,'''' On) n R~ = {O}, where A = {(Al,'''' An) E Sl X ... X Sn, 
G(Al, ... ,An) ~ O}. 
LEMMA 2.9. [5, Lemma 2.4]. Let E be a R~-convex set, then Yo E E satisfies 
E + R~ - Yo n R~ = {O}, 
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iff there exists a vector JJ E int R~ such that
(JJ, Yo) ~ (JJ, y), for any y E E.
LEMMA 2.10 [6]. Let F = (Fll ... , Fp ) : I'" -+ RP be convex and differentiable on I'", then for
all (Al, ... ,An), (Ol, ... ,On) Ern,
F(Al, ,An) 2: F(Ol'''' ,On) + (t (fNl,....n..' XA; - Xoi } , .. ·,t irr.»: - xoJ) ,
where Ift ,o.. denotes the i-th partial derivative of Fj at (01, ... , On).
DEFINITION 2.11. A set function F : I'" -+ RP is said to be w*-continuous on dom F if
for any (0 1 , , On) E dom F and for each i = 1, ... , n, Xo:" ~ XO i as m -+ 00, implies
lim F(01\ ,O~) = F(Oll"., On).
m-oo
REMARK 2.12. If F is differentiable at (01, ... , On) E I'", then it follows from the definitions of
derivative and w*-continuity that F is w*-continuous at (Ot, ... , On). Throughout this paper,
we denote the set A by
A = {(AI," .,An) E Sl x .. · X S«, G(Al,,,.,An) ~ O}.
DEFINITION 2.13. (01, ... , On) E A is called a Geoffrion properly efficient solution of prob-
lem (Pl) if (Ol, ... ,On) E ,dF(A)] and, if there exists M > 0 such that for each i and
(AI, ... ,An) E A satisfying Fi(At, ... ,An) < Fi(Ol,' .. , On), there exists j with Fj (AI, ... ,An)
> Fj(Ol, ... ,On) and
Fi(Ot, ... , On) - Fi(A1, , An) < M.
Fj(Al,,,.,An)-Fj(Ol, ,On) -
LEMMA 2.14 [7]. IfF(A) is R~-convex, then (0 1, ... ,On) is a properly R~-solution if and only
if (01 , ••. , On) is a Geoffrion properly efficient solution.
LEMMA 2.15 [8]. Let Sl x ... X Sn be a convex subfamily of I'" and F : Sl X ... X Sn -+ RP
be convex and w*-continuous, G : Sl x '" X Sn -+ Rm be convex. Suppose that there exists
(01, ... ,On) E Sl X ••• X Sn such that G(Ol" .. ,On) < 0, then F(A) is R~ -convex.
DEFINITION 2.16. The element (It, ... ,In) E L l (X, r, JJ) x ... X L l (X, r, JJ) is called a subgre-
dient of a convex n-set functions F : Sl x ... X Sn -+ R at (01 , ••• , On) E I'", if it satisfies the
inequality
n
F(Al, ... ,An) 2: F(Ol,'" ,On) +I: (fi,XA; - XoJ,
i=l
for all (All ... , An) E I'". The set of all subgradients of F at (01, ... ,On) is denoted by
8F(01,,,.,On) and is called the subdifferential of Fat (Ol,.",On). If8F(01,,,.,On):f. 0,
then F is called subdifferentiable at (01" .. ,On)'
REMARK 2.7. It follows from Lemma 2.10 that if F : I'" -+ R is differentiable and convex on I'"
then (It,,, . .In) E 8F(01,"" On) and F is subdifferentiable at (011 " " On).
3. MAIN RESULTS
In this paper, we present and prove the Wolfe and Mond-Weir duality of vector-valued n-set
functions. The Wolfe duality problem of convex n-set functions can be formulated as follows:
Maximize F(A1 , ... , An) + (.B, G(A1, ... , An)}e
subject to .A =(.All"".Ap ) E int R~,.B =(.Bl, .. . ,.Bm) E R~,
(AI,"" An) E Sl X ..• X S«,
i: (t.Aj f'j + t.Bj gij ,XB; - XA;) 2: 0,
i=l j=l j=l
(Dl)
(1)
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for all (B1 , . . . ,Bn)  • 81 x " ' "  X Sn, and for some ( f l j , . . . , fn j )  • 0Fj (A1 ' . . . .  An), 
(g l i , . . . ,gn i )  • OGi(A1, . . . ,An) ,  i = 1 , . . . ,m,  j = 1, . . . ,p ,  where F : $1 x ..- x Sn "-'+ RP, 
G : S1 x ... Sn ~ R '~ are convex n-set functions and e = (1, . . . ,  1). 
For the differentiable n-set function, we consider the problem (P2). 
Minimize F(A1 . . . .  , An) 
(P2) 
subject to (A1,. . . ,A,,)  • I 'n, G(A1, . . . ,An)  < 0. 
The Wolfe dual problem of (P2) is as follows: 
Maximize F(A1, . . . ,An)  + (~,G(A1, . . . ,An) )e  
subject to A = (A1, ,~p) e int R~., ~ = (/31, ~ra) e R 'n (D2) • . . ,  . . ° ,  J r '  
(hi , . . . ,  An) • r n, 
i=1 j= l  
> 0, 
ij for.. all (At, .. . ,An) • r n, where F : r n ~ R rn are differentiable n-set functions, f~  ..... A,, 
g~, ..... a ,  are the i-th partial derivatives of Fj and Gj at (h i , . . . ,  An), respectively. 
The Mond-Weir dual problem of (P1) with convex n-set functions can be formulated as follows: 
Maximize F(Ax . . . .  , An) 
subject to A = (A1,. . . ,A,)  • int R~, ~ = (fl l , . . . ,f l ,~) • R~, (D3) 
(Ax , . . . ,A , )  • $1 x . - .  × S , ,  
Aj yij + ~ at gi~, xs, - XA, >__ O, (2) 
j= l  
for all (B1 , . . . ,Bn)  • Sx x ... x Sn and for some ( f l j  . . . .  , fn j )  • OFj(A1, . . . ,An) ,  
(g l i , . . . ,gn i )  • OGi(A I , . . . ,An) ,  j = 1, . . . ,p ,  i = 1 , . . . ,m,  (~,G(A1,. . . ,An)> > 0, (3) 
where F and G are convex on Fn. 
For the special case of (D3), when F,  G are differentiable on F n, the Mond-Weir type dual 
problem of (P2) can be formulated as follows: 
Maximize F(A1, . . . ,  A,) 
subject to A = (AI, . . . ,Ap) • int R~,/~ = (/~l,...,tim) • R~, (D4) 
(A1 . . . .  ,A , )• r " ,  
At .e:~, ,^. + ~_.a~ g~,, ,^., x~, - x^, >_ o, (4) 
i=l j= l  
for all (B1,.. .  ,B , )  • r", (~ ,V(n l , . . . ,n , )>  > 0. (S) 
We say ((A1,. . . ,  An), A, fl) is a feasible solution to (DI) if A • int RP+, fl • R~, (A1,. . . ,  An) e 
S1 x ... × Sn and (1) holds. We say ((~21,...,f~.n),A*,/~ *) is a Pareto optimal solution to 
(D1) if ((f21,...,f~n),A*,/~*) is a feasible solution to (D1) and there is no feasible solution 
((hi,  ... ,A,) ,A,B) to (D1) such that 
F (A1, . . . ,  An) + (~, G(Ax, . . . ,  An)) e _> F( f~l , . . . ,  f~n) + (fl*, G( fh , . . . ,  f/n)) e. 
The feasible solution and Pareto optimal solution to (D2)-(D4) can be defined similarly. 
THEOREM 1. (Weak duality theorem). Let ( f21 , . . . ,~ , )  be feasible for (PI) and let 
((A1,. . . ,  An), A, ~) be feasible for (D1), then 
(A, F(~21,..., f~n)) > (A, F (A1, . . . ,  An) + (fl, G(A1, . . . ,  An)) e). 
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PROOF. Since ((At,..., An), A, ~) is feasible for (DI), it follows that (At, ..., An) ~ S]x... x Sn, 
A = (A~,...,Av) • int ~+, 3 = (3,,... ,fl, n) • ~*  and for each j = 1, .... p, i = I, ... ,m, there 
exist (f'Y,... ,if*Y) • OF~(AI,... ,An), (g~,... ,g hi) • OGi(A~,... ,An) such that 
),y I ~ + ~ 3y g~, x~, - X^, >_ o, 
./--1 
for all (B1,..., Bn) • $1 X ... × Sn. 
P 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that ~ Ay - 1. 
j=l 
(A, F(n, ,  . . . ,  n , ) )  - (A, F (A , , . . . ,  An) + (#, G(A, , . . . ,  An)) c) 
P 
= ~ aA~(a~,. . .  ,an) - Fi(A1,... ,An)I 
j=l 
+ {~, a(a~, .... an) - a(A~,..., An)) - (~, G(al,..., an)) 
P 
; ~A5 [~5(a~, . . . ,a , )  - F~(A~,.. . ,A,)] 
j=l 
+ ~j  [GAa~,... ,an) - G~(~I,..., ~,)1 - (~, a(n~, ... ,an)) 
y=l 
p n m n 
> ~ ~ ~(y'~,x. ,  - ~ , )  + ~ ~_.(g'~,x.,- x^,)-  (~, G(a~,. . .  ,an)) 
j= l  ira1 j= l  i=1 
= ~ I '~ + ~ ~ g'~, xa, - XA, -- (~, a (a~, . . . ,  an)) > 0, 
i=1 j= l  j= l  
for any feasible solution (ftl,...,a,) of (Pl) and any feasible solution ((A1,...,A,),A,/~) of 
(DI). This completes the proof of the theorem. | 
REMARK 2. It follows from Lemma 2.12 that if F = (F1,..., Fp) : r n ~ RP are differentiable 
and convex, then for each j = I,..• ,p, (fly,... ,f.,,j) • OFj(al,... ,an), where f./Y denotes the 
i-th partial derivative of ~ at (f/l, .... f/,). 
COROLLARY 3. (Weak duality). Let F : r n - ,  R P, G : r n -~ R m be convex and differentiable, 
(a l , . . .  ,an)  be feasible for (P2) and ((A1,.. .  ,An),A,3) be feasible for (D2), then 
( ) t , F (a l , . . . , an) )  ~> ( ) t ,F (A1 , . . . ,An)  -b ( /~,G(A1 . . . .  ,An) )  e). 
PROOF. If we let S1 x .. .  x Sn = r n, then we see from Remark 2 that for each i = 1, . . .  ,rn, j = 
ni ni ni • (g ,^ ..... ^ . , .  ) • 1, . . . ,p ,  (f~, ..... A., ,f~, ..... ^ . )  • OFj(A~ ,A , ) ,  " • • • , . . . .  , gA~, . . . ,Am 
oc~ (A~,...  ,An). 
Since ( (A1, . . . ,  An), A, 3) is feasible for (D2), it follows that A • int R~.,/~ • R~, and there ex- 
lj nj • .. fL , . . . ,^, )  0Fi(A~, An), :~ "~ • " , gA, ..... A.) OGj(A1, , A.)  such ist (f~, ..... A., , • ", (gA,,...,A.,''" • "'" 
that (1) holds and the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1. m 
LEMMA 4 [9]. Let F (F1 , . . . ,  Fp) : $1 x . . .  x Sn ~ W,  G - (G1, . . . ,  Gin) : $1 ×""  × Sn ~ H m be 
proper convex set functions on a convex subfamily S1 x . . .  × Sn of f  n. Suppose that F1, . . .  ,Fp 
are w*-continuous and G1, . . .  ,Gin, except possibly one, are w*-continuous on S1 x . . .  x Sn and 
for each i = 1 , . . . ,  n, -~i contains a relative interior point. Suppose further that there exists 
(h i , . . .  ,~n)  • s l  x . . .  x Sn such that G({h , . . .  ,{~,) < O. If (a l ,  . . . .  ~ , )  • A is a proper RP+- 
solution of problem (P1), then there exist A = (A1,. . . ,  Ap) • int RP+, ~ : (~1, . . . ,  3, ,)  • H~ and 
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for each i = 1 , . . . ,  p, k = 1 , . . . ,  m, there exist (f~J, . . . ,  f'*~ ) • OF i ( fh , . . . ,  ~, ) ,  (g~, . . . ,  g"~) • 
OG~(fl~, . . . , ~,~) such that 
,~ f~ + t~ g'~, x^, - xn, > o, 
i=1 k~=1 j= l  
for a/ / (A~,. . .  ,An) • S1 x ... x Sn, and 
tr l  
~, .  o~(a , , . . . , a , )  = o. 
j=l 
THEOREM 5. (Dual ity theorem). Suppose that F and G are proper convex set functions on a 
convex subfamily $1 ×. . .  × Sn of t - .  Suppose that F1, . . . , Fp are w*-continuous and G1, . . . , Gin, 
except possibly one, are w*-continuous on $1 x . . .  x S ,  and for each i = 1, . . . ,  n, S~ contains 
a relative interior point. Suppose further that there exists (¢$1,... ,~,,) 6 $1 x . . .  x Sn, such 
that V(¢~,. . .  ,fin) < 0. If (n~, . . . ,~ , )  is a proper R~-solution of problem (Vl), then the~e 
exis~ A* 6 int R~., ~* 6 R~ such that ((~1 . . . .  ,fin),A*,~*) is a Pareto optimal solution of  
Problem (D1). 
PROOF. Since (~1, . . . ,  ~,,) is a proper R~-solution of problem (P1), it follows from Lemma 4 that 
there exists A* - (A~,.. . ,A;) • int R~. and Z ° - ( f l~, . . . ,~n)  • R~ and for each j - 1, . . . ,p ,  
k - 1 , . . . ,m,  there exists (fl~ . . . .  ,fn~) • 0F / ( f t l , . . . ,  f~n), (gl~, ... ,gnU) 6 0G~(~I, . . . ,~n) ,  
such that 
i= l  j= l  j= l  
for all (A I , . . . ,A , )  6 $1 x ... x S, ,  and 
w't 
~z~ o~(~,, . . . ,~, , )  = o. 
j= l  
In other words, ( ( fh , . . . ,  Q,,), A',/3*) is feasible for (D1). Let ((A1, .. •, A,), A, fl) be any feasible 
solution for (D1). Then A - (A1,.. . ,  Ap) £ int R~., and ~ e R~, without loss of generality, we 
p 
may assume that ~ Ai - 1. Since (/3", G(Q1, . . . ,  f~n)) = 0, it follows from Theorem 1 that 
i= l  
(~, F(~,,  .. . .  r2,,) + <Z', v (c , , . . . ,  ~,,)) ,) = <~, F(r~,,. . . ,  ~,,)> 
>_ (~,, F(A~,... ,A,,) + (,0, C(A~,...,  A,,)> ~). 
Since A 6 int R~, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
F(~, , . . . ,  ~,,) + (~', C(~, , . . . ,  ~,,)) ~ ~ ~(B), 
where 
B - {F(At , . . .  ,A,,) + (~, G(A1, . . . .  An))e, ((A1,...  ,A,),A,/~) is feasible for (D1)}. 
This shows that ( ( i l l , . . . ,  ft,~), A*, fl*) is a Pareto optimal solution of (D1). | 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose that F : r n --, R P, G : rn --* R rn axe convex and differentiable on r "  
and there exists (¢h,. . . ,Ctn) e F" such that G(C~l,...,Cln) < 0. I f  (~ l , . . . , f~n)  is a proper 
R~-solution of problem (P2), then there exists ),* e in t  R~, fl* e R T, such that ( (~1, . . . ,  f~,), 
A*, if*) is a Pareto optimal solution of  (D2). 
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PROOF. If F = (F1, ,Fp), G = (G1,... ,Gm) are differentiable on I'", then it is easy to see
that F1 , ... ,Fp , G1 , ,Gm are w--continuous on I'". It follows from Corollary 3.6 [3], that
r = {f E L1(X,r,p), °~ f ~ 1}. Therefore r contains relative interior points and the corollary
follows immediately from Theorem 5. I
LEMMA 7 [8]. Let the set functions F = (F1,... ,Fp) : I'" -. RP, and G = (G1,... ,Gm) :
I'" -. Rm be differentiable on I'". Suppose that (01 " " , On) is a Pareto optimal solution of (PI)
and for each 5 = 1, ... ,p, there exists (Oi, ... ,O~) E I'", such that
and for each j = 1, ... ,p, j :f; s
n
L)f~j , Xn~ - Xn.) > 0,
.
•=1
p
then there exists ,x = (,x1,'''',xp) E int R~, L:,xj = 1, 13 = (131,"" 13m) E R+" such that forj=l
each i = 1, ... , n,
m
L:13j Gj(Ol, ... ,On) = 0, Gj(Ol, ... ,On) s 0,
j=1
j = 1, ... ,m,
where f~j , g~j denote the i-th partial derivatives of Fj and Gj at (01 , ... , On), respectively.
THEOREM 8. Let the set function F = (F1,... ,Fp) : I'" -. RP, G = (G1,... ,Gm ) : I'" -. Rm be
differentiable and convex on I'". Suppose that (0 1 , ... , On) is a Pareto optimal solution of (P2)
and for each 5 = 1, ... ,p, there exists (01, ... ,O~) E I'", such that
and for each j = 1, ... ,p, j :f; s,
n
L(f~j, Xl'!: - xo.) < 0.
•=1
E R+" such that
,x- = (,xi, ... , ,x;),
Then there exists X' E intR~, 13- E R+" such that ((Ol, ... ,On),,x"13-) is a Pareto optimal
solution of (D2).
PROOF. It follows from Lemma 7 that there exists ,x- E int R~, 13-
m
((Ol, ... ,On),,x-,13-) is feasible for (D2) and L:13;Gj(Ol, ... ,On) = 0,j=l
P
13- = (13i, .. ·, 13:n), L:,x; = 1. Applying Corollary 3 and following the similar arguments ofj=l
Theorem 5, we complete the proof of this theorem. I
THEOREM 9. (Converse duality). Let 51 x·· -x S« be a convex eubiemily oiY", F : 51x·· ·x5n -.
RP be convex and w- -continuous, and G : 51 x ... X 5n -. Rm be convex. Let ((AI, ... ,An),,x,13)
be a feasible solution for (DI). Suppose that there exist (0 11 " " On) E 51 X ••. X 5n and a
feasible solution (Ol, ... ,On) of (PI) such that G(Ol, ... ,On) < °and (,x,F(Ol, ... ,On))
(,x, F(A 1 , ••. , An)+ (13, G(A1 , ... ,An)) e).
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Then (gt l , . . . ,  f~n) is a Geoffrion properly efficient solution of (P1). 
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 1 that 
(A, F(B1, . . . .  B,))  > (A, F(A1, . . . ,  An) + (A, G(A1,. . . ,  An)) e) = (A, F(~21,..., f/n)), 
for any feasible solution (BI,..., B,) of problem (PI). Since A 6 int R~., the theorem follows 
immediately from Lemmas 2.9, 2.14, and 2.15. | 
In the following theorem, we shall show the weak duality, duality and converse duality theorems 
of the Mond-Weir type of dual problem. 
THEOREM 10. (Weak duality). Let F : $1 x ... x Sn --* W, G : $1 x .-. x Sn ~ R r" be 
convex on a convex subfamily $1 x .. .  x Sn of t  n . Suppose that (f/1, . . . .  ~n) is feasible for (P1), 
((A1, . . . ,  An), A,/~)/s feasible for (DS), then 
(A, F(fh,..., [~n)) > (A, F(AI .... , An)). 
PROOF. Since ((A1, ...,An),A,B) is feasible for (D3), it follows that A - (At,... ,Av) E int R~, 
/~ = (/~l,...,J3m) E R~, (A,G(AI,...,A,)) >_ 0 and for each j = 1,...,p, i = l,...,m, there 
exists 
(f~, ... ,fn~) ~ 0F~(A~,... ,h,), (g",. . .  ,g"~) e OG~(A~, .. .  ,A,), 
such that 
~ f~ + ~ ~ ~,  x~, - XA, > 0, 
j= l  
for all (B , , . . .  ,Bn) e $1 x ..- x S,.  Since (gtt, . . .  ,fin) is feasible for (P1), we have 
0 > (~, v(f/,,..., nn)) - (~, G(A,,..., An)). 
Then by the definition of subdifferential, we get 
n m m n 
/=1 j= l  j= l  i=1 
fr~ 
< ~ [aj(f/1, ... ,a , )  - aj(A1,... ,An)] < 0. 
j= l  
Therefore 
i=I j= l  
Again by the definition of subdifferential, we obtain 
O. 
P 
(2, F ( f /1 , . . . ,  f/n)) - (2, F (A1 , . . . ,  An)) = Z 2j [Fj(f /1, . . . ,  f/n) -- Fj (A1,. . . ,  An)] 
j - - I  
p n n p 
>--- Z Aj Z ( f I ' ,  Xf~,- XA, ) -  ~ ~ Aj ( f i i ,Xn  , - XA,) > 0. 
j= l  i= l  i=I j= l  
We complete the proof of the theorem. | 
If we assume that F and G are differentiable on r n, then the assumption that F and G 
are convex on r n can be weakened by other conditions, in order to obtain similar results as 
Theorem 10, we need some definitions and results. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A set function H : $1 x .. .  x Sn --+ R is called quasiconvex on a convex 
subfamily $1 x . . .  x Sn o f f  n if for each (A1,. . . ,An),  ( fh , . . . , f / , )  in $1 x . . .  x Sn, A 6 [0,1] 
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and for each i = 1,... ,n, there exists a Morris sequence {V/k(A)}/n F a~oc/ated with (fli,hi, A) 
such that (V~k(k),... V~(~)) E S: × . . .  × Sn for ail k E N and lira H(V~(k) , . . .  V~(k) )  < 
max(H( f : , . . .  , fn) ,  H(A1,... ,An)}. A set function F = (F1, . . .  ,Fv)  : S1 x . . .  x Sn ~ R v 
is called quasiconvex on a convex subfamily St x . . .  x Sn o f f  n, i f  for each i = 1 , . . . ,p ,  Fi is 
quasiconvex on St x . . .  x Sn. 
LEMMA 11 [8]. Let St x . . .  x S ,  be a nonempty  convex subfamily ofF" and F = (Ft , . . . ,  Fv) : 
St  x . . .  x S ,  --* R v be differentiable and quasiconvex on S1 x . . .  x S , .  I f  for any ( f : , . . . ,  ~,),  
(At, . . . ,  An) E S: x . . .  x So, with F(ht,  . . . .  An) _< F(fl,..., n,), then 
,) it iv - ( f :  ,XA , - -Xn ,  _ (f: ,XA, Xn, ) , . . . ,  <0 ,  
\ i=1  i=1 
where f.q is as de/~ned in Remark  2. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let St x . . .  x S,, be a nonempty  subfamily o f f  n and let F = (Ft , . . .  ,Fv) : 
St x . . . x S ,  --* R v be differentJable on St ×.." x Sn. The set function F is said to be pseudoconvex 
on St  x . . .  x S,  i f  for each ( f t , . . . ,  fn ) ,  (At, . . . ,  An) in St × "'" X St; with 
( / : t ,  XA, - Xn,) ,  ,v _ • . . ,  (f', ,XA, -- Xn,) > O, 
'= i=t  
we have F(ht,  . . . ,An) _ F(f l t , . . .  ,ft,), where fi.j is as in Remark  2. 
THEOREM 12. (Weak duality). Let G : F n ~ R m be differentiable and quasiconvex and F : 
F" ---* R p be pseudoconvex. I f ( f l , .  . . ,  f)n) is feasible for problem (P2) and ((At, . . . ,  An), )k,/5) 
is feasible for (194). Then 
(A,F(•I,...  , fn))  _> (A,F(AI, ... ,An)). 
PROOF. Since ((A1,..., An), A,/5) is feasible for (D4), it follows that A = (A1,..., An) ) E int R~., 
/5 = (/51,... ,/sin) E I~  such that 
f ' L  ..... ^ .  + ..... ^ . ,  x . , -  x^,  >_ o, 
i=1 "= j= l  
for all (B1,... ,Bn) 6 $1 x - . .  x Sn and (A,G(At,... ,An)) >_ O. Since (f it, . . .  ,fin) is feasible for 
(P2), we have 
(A, G( f l , . . .  , f , ) ) -  (A, G(A/,. . .  ,An)) _< 0. 
By Lemma 11, we obtain 
Therefore 
~ n 
5-:~(a^ , ..... A..X., - XA,) < O. E~j  ~J 
j= l  i=1 
P 
~(YL  ..... ^ . . x . ,  - x^, )  > O. E Ay o 
j= l  i=1 
Then by the pseudoconvexity of F, we obtain 
(A, F (~ I , . . . ,  ~n)) _> (A, F(A~, . . . ,  A,)). | 
THEOREM 13. (Dual ity theorem). Under the assumptions o f  Theorem 5, /f ( f l , . . . , f )n )  is 
a proper R~-solution o f  problem (P1), then there exists A* 6 int R~, /5 e R T ,  such that 
( ( f i ,  . . . ,  n , ) ,  ~*,/5*) is a pareto optimal solution or (33). 
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PROOF. Since (f/i,..., f/n) is a proper R~.-solution, it follows from Lemma 4 that there exists 
A* E int R~., f~* E R~, such that ((f/i,..., f/n), A*, ~*) is a feasible solution of (D3). Hence, if 
((Ai, . . .  ,An), A,/~) is any feasible solution of (D3), then by Theorem 10, we have 
(A ,F (~ l , . . . , f /n ) ) _~ (A,F(A1, . . .  ,An)),  
and the theorem follows immediately from Lemma 2.2. II 
THEOREM 14. In Theorem 8, ff F and G being convex is replaced by the condition that F be 
quasiconvex on r n and G be pseudoconvex on r n, then there exists A* E int RP+, ~* E Rr~, such 
that ((f / l , - . . ,  f/n), A*,fl*) is a Pareto optimal solution of(D4). 
PROOF. Applying Theorem 12 and following the similar argument of Theorem 13, we complete 
the proof of this theorem. II 
THEOREM 15. (Converse duality theorem). Let S1 X "'" X Sn be a convex subfamily o f f  n and 
F : S ix  .. .  x Sn --* R P be convex and w*-continuous, and G : S ix  . . .  x ~ R m be convex. 
Let ((Ai , . . . ,  An), A, ~) be a feasible solution of (I)3). Suppose that there exists (~, , . . . ,  ~2,) 6 
S, x . . .  x S ,  and a feasible solution (f /1, . . .  ,f~n) of(P1),  such that G((21,... ,(2,) < 0 and 
(A, F(f/1,. . . ,  f/n)) = (A, F(A1,.. . ,  An)). 
Then ( f / l , . . . ,  ~'~n) iS a Geffrion properly efficient solution of problem (PI). 
PROOF. Applying Theorem 10 and following the argument of Theorem 9, we obtain 
Theorem 15. II 
The proof of the following theorem is essentially the same as Theorem 9; we omit its proof. 
THEOREM 16. Let F : r n --+ R p, G : r n --+ R m be differentiable and convex and 
((J~kl,..., An), A, ]~) be a feasible solution o f  (D2) (resp. (D4)). Suppose further  that there exists 
(i21,... ,~2n) E r n and a feasible solution (f2x,... ,f2n) of(P2), such that G(~i , . . .  ,~2n) < 0 and 
(A, F( f l l , . . . ,  f~n)) = (A,F(AI,... ,An) + (L~,G(Ai,... ,An))e), 
(resp. (A,F(f/1, . . . ,  f/n)) - (A,F(A1,... ,An)}). Then (f/ l ,-.. ,f/n) is a Geoffrion properly eft~- 
cient solution of problem (P2). 
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